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Yemen’s Houthis Claim Strikes Against Two Shipping
Vessels
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Yahya Saree

Yemen’s Houthis announced they launched
strikes against two commercial vessels in
the Red Sea today. Spokesperson for the
Yemeni Armed Forces Brigadier General
Yahya Saree stated they launched missiles
and struck the Star Nasia, a Marshall
Islands-flagged American vessel, and the
Morning Tide, a Barbados-flagged U.K.
vessel. British firm Furadino Shipping told
Reuters the Morning Tide was sailing
without problems.

Saree claimed the attacks were a part of
self-defense operations against American
and British targets, saying on X, “The
Yemeni Armed Forces will carry out more
military operations against all hostile
American-British targets in the Arab and
Red seas, within the right to respond to the
aggression, and the right to defend our
beloved Yemen and its people.”

Saree also stated they would continue their attacks, claiming to support Palestine, saying on X, “The
Yemeni Armed Forces emphasize the continuation of their military operations in the Red and seas
against Israeli shipping or those heading to the ports of occupied Palestine until the siege is lifted and
the aggression against the Palestinian people in the Gaza Strip is stopped.”

https://www.reuters.com/world/middle-east/minor-damage-ship-hit-by-projectile-off-yemens-hodeidah-coast-ukmto-ambrey-2024-02-06/
https://www.reuters.com/world/middle-east/minor-damage-ship-hit-by-projectile-off-yemens-hodeidah-coast-ukmto-ambrey-2024-02-06/
https://x.com/army21ye/status/1754769803691074000
https://x.com/army21ye/status/1754769803691074000
https://thenewamerican.com/author/dderidder/?utm_source=_pdf
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